
The Sutta Nipata: Its Title and Form
I.

The Title.

THE Title" Sutta Nipata " is generally translated as " A Collection of
Discourses." (V. Fausboll : The Sutta Nipata ; A Collection of
Discourses, Translated from the Pali ; Sacred Books of the East

Vol, X, second edition, London, 1924). The word nipata is seldom or never
used in Pali to mean a collection. The word sannipata (an assemblage or
collection-s-lit. falling in together) has to some extent the idea of a collection;
but neither Canonical nor Commentarial Pali speaks of any sannipata of Suttas.
Therefore any references made to Sutta Nipata as " A Collection of Suttas "
would not be quite apt. (The title" Woven Cadences" given by Mr. E. M.
Hare to his metrical translation of Sutta Nipata, Sacred Books of the Bud-
dhists Vol. XV, 1944, is perhaps not intended to he an exact translation of
the title Sutta Nipiita). Neumann (Die Reden Gotamo Buddhos, Munchen
1924) translates nipata as " fragments" and Olden berg " isolated occasional
speeches." M, Winternitz (History of Indian Literature, Vol. II) calls it " A
Section of Suttas," which is the best translation so far.

The word nipata usually signifies a part of a bigger work; e.g., the nipatas
in Anguttara, j ataka, Thera and Theri Gathas etc. This usage is to be met
with freely in Commentarial and other Ceylonese literature; e.g., Dipa vamsa
IV, 16, nip at aka = consisting of nipatas (sections). It is apparent that nipata,
meaning a section of a work, is a word belonging to a period simultaneous with
the arrangement and classification of the Pali Canon, and probably it acquired
this meaning only after the classification of suttas took place. It does not
occur in the text proper. The complete absence of this word in this meaning
in proper Canonical Pali shows that the term belonged to a later stratum of
the language.

Besides, the very title and the comparative lateness of the works which
speak of a separate book called Sutta Nipata also testify to the lateness of the
name. As mentioned earlier (U.c.R. Vol. IV, Pt. r ), the majority of the
suttas in this collection, without doubt, is old; but the work as such in the
pres.ent form cannot date back to great antiquity.

II.

In the Anguttara and Jiitaka-two other instances in the Canon where
nipatas are to be found-e-nipata corresponds to a book or section. Each nipata
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in turn is divided into vaggas (groups or chapters). Like any other nipata
in these works, Sutta Nipata is also divided into vaggas. Here it conforms
to the standard nipata, but is apparently different from other nipatas in that
it has no sister nipatas, all forming parts of a bigger work. On the analogy of
nipatas in Anguttara it may be argued that Sutta Nipata itself formed a part
of a bigger work or of a separate nikaya. According to the Theravada classi-
fication accepted in Ceylon, Burma and Siam, Sutta Nipata is the fifth book
of the Khuddaka Nikaya. Thus, one may surmise that this "nipata" con-
stituted a part of the bigger work, the Khuddaka Nikaya.

The nipatas of the Jataka are somewhat different. Although they form
parts of a bigger work, the latter in turn is considered as a part of a still larger
work; i.e. the Khuddaka Nikaya. However, the use of the word nipata pre-
supposes the existence of a larger work of which Sutta Nipata is only a part.
H is an accepted fact that the Khuddaka Nikaya is a heterogeneous work which
had a gradual growth. As a nikaya it is comparatively late, and is much
later than the other four nikayas (vide Winternitz, op. cit. Vol. II pp. 77 ff.).
The Sarvastivadins speak of only the four earlier nikayas (which they call
Agamas), and the Theravadins themselves had reached no general agreement
regarding the number of works in the Khuddaka Nikaya. Even at the present
day in countries where Pali Buddhism prevails the number of books which
should constitute this nikaya is not agreed upon.

I
I
l

III.

The J atakas which form the tenth book of the Khuddaka Nikava in the
Theravada Canon are also considered as a separate" anga " (lit. limb, i.e.
division) in the descriptive classification known as the "navariga-satthu-
sasana" (the Ninefold Dispensation of the Teacher) which occurs in many places
in the Canon itself e.g. M.1, 130; A. II, 103, 178, III, 86 ff.; 177 ff., Pug.
43, Miln. 344 etc. Although this classification is necessarily old (vide E. J.
Thomas: Life of Buddha p. 167, where he considers the division into arigas
as earlier than that into nikayas) it does not speak of any definite works, for,
a jataka may be included in a sutta, an udana in a veyyakarana etc. Like

"the Udana and the Itivuttaka, the name Jataka coincides with that of an
actual work in existence. But there is nothing to say that by this anga was
meant the present Jataka. As Dr. E. J. Thomas (History of Buddhist Thought,
p. 227) says" the probability is that the terms were used ... to describe the
character of the composition" rather than signify actual works. He points
out that there are numerous instances of udanas and jatakas in various parts
of the Canon which arc not included in the works known by these respective
names; (ibid) e.g., Mahasudassana Sutta in the Digha Nikaya, ]atakas in
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Cariya Pitaka, Sivi Jataka called Sivi Sutta in Miln. etc. So is also the case
with Itivuttaka.

Taking up the division of the Pali Navari.ga, its first anga, Sutta, is said
to include the Vinaya, certain suttas in gatlza, and other sayings of the Buddha
classed as sutta. It is noteworthy that Commentaries considered these
sections of Sutta Nipata which did not fall into the category of sutta, as gatha,
the fourth ari.ga (vide DA. I, 23) ; but g~ttha primarily consisted of verses in
Dh. Th. 1 and Th. 2 (vide Thomas, op. cit). The Commentary says that Sutta
Nipata consists of gatha (verse), geyya (mixed prose and verse) and veyya-
katana (expositions) which, on account of their informative, instructive and
expository nature are called suttas, and that the work is called Sutta Nipata
because it contains such suttas grouped together (SnA. I-·Pj. II introduction).
From these statements it is clear that at least some suttas, if not the majority
of them in Sutta Nipata, can be said to belong to Sutta Ari.ga (vide Thomas,
op. cit.).

Of the known instances of nipatas in the Pali Canon, Ari.guttara as a work
has nothing corresponding to it in the Navari.ga division, Jataka may have
been considered to correspond to the seventh ari.ga Jataka, and it is probable
that Sutta Nipata was only a nipata of a similar ari.ga. This only implies that
Sutta Nipata consists of some suttas representative of the type "Sutta"
and therefore is a nipata of suttas.

IV.
This collection should consist entirely of pieces which could be designated

as sutta if the title Sutta Nipata were to be justified. The Commentary
(SnA.) states that the three types gatha, geyya and veyyakarana can be again
called sutta and therefore the gatha in Sutta Nipata are suttas as well. It is
not possible to draw a line of demarcation between gatha and sutta. Of the
72 pieces found in Sutta Nipata as many as 54 i.e. those forming vaggas I-IV,
are called sutta by name, irrespective of whether they would strictly be cate-
gorised as sutta or gatha, if such a division were possible. (The other rS pieces
form the Parayana consisting of the prologue=-vatthu-gatha, the r6 puc-
chas and the epilogue respectively). This fact probably furnishes a clue to.
this problem. During the time of the arrangement of this collection the dis-
tinction between gatha and sutta may not have been strictly observed, and
things may have existed in a rather fluid state.

In the first 54 pieces a growing tendency towards standardisation can be \
seen. Every piece, whether ballad or discourse, is termed a sutta. The stan-
zas of the so-called suttas are often referred to as gatha; e.g. Sn. 429 cd,

ima gatha bhanam maro attha Buddhassa santike

So
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(Uttering these stanzas Mara stood near the Buddha); Sn. 251C,

citrahi gathahi muni-ppakasayi

(the sage declared in colourful verse) in the narrative section of the Amagandha
Sutta; Sn. pp. 13, 32, 46 and 48 in the narrative prose of Kasibharadvaja,
A!avaka, Maharnangala and Siiciloma Suttas respectively,

Atha kho .... Bhagavantarn gftthaya ajjhabhasi, (Then indeed, N.N.
addressed the Bhagava in a stanza); Sn. p, 78,

Saruppahi gathiihi abhitthavi (extolled him with appropriate stanzas)
in the prose of the Subhasita Sutta. It also occurs at Sn. 81 = 480 in the
phrase, giitMbhigila1'Jl (what is obtained by reciting stanzas) and Sn. II:)I a,
parayanam anugayissarn (I shall sing the Parayana).

Besides these there are three instances of introductory verses called vatthu-
gatha viz. 1. A short introduction to Rahula Sutta (5n. 335-336), 2. the
introduction to Nalaka Sutta (SI1. G79-(98) and 3. the prologue to the Para-
yana (Sn. c)76-103I).

Again in the Bhabru (or Bairat) Minor Rock Edict of Asoka (vide Hultz-
sch: Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. I, p. I72) the fourth" dharnma-
paliysya " (section of the Scriptures) which is identiJied with the Muni Sutta
of Sutta Nipata (vid.: Dharmananda Kosarnbi : Indian Antiquary I9I2
pp. 37 ft.) is called Muni-gatha (Stanzas on a Sage). The sixth which is
identified with the Sariputta Sutta of the Sutta Nipata (ibid.) is called Upatisa-
pasine (the question of Upatissa). Here too is noticeable the tendency towards
standardisation, for, what were known to Asoka as gatha and pasine are called
suttas in Sutta Nipata. Thus, it can be seen that an attempt has been made
to designate as Suttas, as many pieces of Sutta Nipata as possible. Hence
the compiler has found no difficulty in classifying this work as a nipata in a
larger group of Suttas. It is very unlikely that he had the Sutta Pitaka in
mind, and it is quite probable that Sutta Nipata was meant to be a nipata
among suttas in general, if not in the anga of Suttas, although finally it came
to be considered as a nipata of the Khuddaka Nikaya.

V.
The Form of the Sutta Nipata.

The Suttas of the Atthaka Vagga and the Pucchas of the Parayana Vagga
are entirely in verse, whereas suttas of the other three vaggas are of two different
types, one in pure verse, the other partly in verse and partly in prose.. The

; 20 Suttas in Vaggas I-III which are entirely in gatha-form and called" Verse
Ballads" (vide. S. M. Katre: Early Buddhist Ballads and their Relation
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to Older Upanishadic Literature) are distributed in the following manner:
7 in Uraga Vagga, 9 in Culla Vagga and 4 in Maha Vagga. The "Mixed
Ballads" (in prose and verse) occur as 5, 5 and S in the three respective vaggas.
The absence of Mixed Ballads in the Atthaka and Parayana Vaggas and the
ascending order in which they occur in the other three vaggas may furnish valu-
able data in discussing the relative chronology of these suttas.

The prose in these suttas is not an essential factor in the dialogue or dis-
course as the case may be. It is employed as an aid to the narrative or to
describe the nidana (the context). The only prose in seven! of these eighteen
Mixed Ballads is the passage describing the circumstances leading up to the
dialogue or discourse in verse. Six suttas ' contain an additional prose passage,
following the verse, which is very similar to one another in five instances
describing the confession of faith by the Buddha's interlocutors. The other
five suttas ' contain. three or more prose passages many of them interspersed
with the verses.

VI.

A close examination of the prose passages shows that they did not, as
a rule, form an essential part of the ballad to begin with. In four of the last
category of Suttas i.e. except the Dvayatanupassana, it serves merely as a
connecting thread running through the whole ballad linking up the various
parts. Generally, when what is stated in the stanzas is not sufficient for the
listener to grasp what has transpired between the end of one part and the
beginning of the next part of the ballad, prose is introduced giving the necessary
details; e.g. Sn. p. 14,

Atha Kho Kasibharadvajo brahmano mahatiya kamsapatiya payasam
vaddhetva Bhagavato upanamesi (Then the brahmin K. served out milk-rice
in a large bronze bowl and offered it to the Bhagava). Also see Sn. p. IIO.

Sometimes with the change of speaker prose is introduced; e.g. Sn. p. 79,
in Subhasita Sutta ; and often for both the above reasons; e.g. Sn. p. III

Sela and pp. 94-IOO Sabhiya Suttas.

The language of the prose is quite similar to that of the prose Nikayas in
idiom, syntax and style. The stereotyped expression in the prose of Sutta
Nipata does not permit one to infer that it preserves the exact words of the
narrators or reciters of these ballads. Generally, ballad-reciters state in their
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I. Parabhava. Alavaka. Maharnangala, Siiciloma , Vangtsa, Dhammika and
KoMliya.

2. Vasala, Brahmanadhammika, Sundarikabaaradvaja. Magha and Vas(:Hha .
., Kasibharadvaja .. Subhasita, Sabhiya, Sela ann Dvayatanupassana.
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own words, such facts as are necessary for the listeners to follow the narrative
in the ballads. Here the pros(' states the· same facts though clothed in the
standard Canonical garb; and probably this standardisation has taken place
long after the composition of the ballads themselves.

Narrative prose should be compared with verse employed for narration,
found in abundance in Sutta Nipata. The Commentator himself attributes
several stanzas to the" Sangitikara" (reciters at a Samigiti or " Council" i.e.
compilers) ; e.g. Sn. 30, 251-252, 355d, 401d, 429cd, 449 and the epilogue of
the Parayana (at SnA. 42, 292, 351, 377, 387, 394 and ()U3 respectively). In
acldition to these he attributes to the Sangitikara, such repertory phrases as,
iti Bhagava (Sn. 355 etc.), iti brahrnano (Sn. -+59etc.) and prose elements in
Sabhiya, Sundarikabharadvaja, Magha, Sela and Dvayat anupassana Suttas
(at SnA. 35I, 4l)5, 394, and 398, 400, 4I4, 456 and SCLJ. respectively). The
vatthu-gatha of the ~alaka Sutta and Parayana Vagga also belonged to the
sangltikara according to the Commentary (SnA. 403 and son respectively).

On a broad basis, the language, metre and style of the passages which are
attributed to the Sangitikara are no different from those of the other parts of
the ballads to which they belong, for, their language, like that of the rest of the
gathas in Sutta Nipata preserves an earlier phase of Pali than the standard
Can~ical expression of the prose of Sutta Nipata. (Also vide Geiger, Pali
Literatur und Sprache, p.r.). It is quite probable that in most cases this
" narrative element" in verse goes back to the time of the composition of the
ballads themselves.

On the other hand, the narrative prose in its present form cannot, in any
way, date back earlier than the period when the Canonical prose idiom was
gradually being fixed and acquired an accepted standard form. It is not
improbable that this prose dates back only to the time of the arrangement of
Sutta Nipata as a separate work. Prior to that time no fixed prose narrative
may have been attached to these ballads, and the reciters usecl their own words
when necessary. Thus, the prose in Sutta Nipata can be considered as being
much younger than the gathas.

VII.

The poetical pieces in Sutta Nipata are of three main types :-1. Simple
didactic verse, 2. Dialogue in verse and 3. (didactic) discourse or dia-
logue following a prose introduction. Type 2 can be further sub-divided into
(a) pure dialogue in verse, (b) dialogue consisting of a discourse in answer to
a question.

There are
T, 3, 6, 8, 10 ;

2I Suttas belonging to type 1, viz. I, I, 3, 8, II, 12; II.
III. 8; IV. 1-6, 8, I2, 13 and IS. Some of these suttas like
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1. I (Uraga) and 1. 3 (Khaggavisana) etc. are simple ballads with a regular
refrain running through them. Others like I. 8 (Metta), II. I (Ratana) and
II. 3 (Hiri) etc. dilate on certain topics of religious or doctrinal importance;
still others such as some of the suttas from the Atthaka Vagga (included in
the above list) show the attitude of a true follower of the Buddha to certain
then-current issues. The last two sub-types are more in the nature of dis-
courses rather than simple ballads.

There are 30 pieces belonging to type 2 ; 20 of which viz I. 2, 5, 9; IV.
9 and V. 2-17 (the sixteen pucchas] can be said to belong to type 2(a) i.e.
dialogues in verse. Class 2(b) consists of the 10 suttas, II. 2, 9, II, 13; III.
II; IV. 7, 10 II, 14 and 16 in which a discourse in verse is given in reply to
a question asked by an interlocutor.

Type 3 consisting of the so-called " Mixed Ballads" includes 16 suttas ;
viz. I. 6,7, 10; II. 4, 5, 7, 12, 14; III. 3-7, 9, IO and 12. Some of the
suttas like I. 7 (Vasala), II. 4 (Mahamangala}, III. 3 (Sundarikabharadvaja].
III. 5 (l\1:agha) etc. are discoursers in the form of ballads; while others like I. 6
(Parabhava) I. 10 (A.}avaka) and II. 12 (Dhammika) are dialogues on matters
of doctrinal importance.

The other 5 pieces which are not included in the above classificatien are
1. 4 (Kasibharadvaja S.), a prose and verse mixed narrative with dialogue,
V. 18 (the epilogue to the Parayana) a prose and verse mixed narrative, and
III. I (Pabbajja S.), III. 2 (Padhana S.) and V. I (the Vatthu-gatha of the
Parayana), simple narratives in verse.

VIII.

The ballads of Sutta Nipata are popular in character, though they describe
incidents connected with the Buddha and his teaching. There is a great deal
of popular lore incorporated in the gathas e.g. Sn. 137-141, 667-678, etc.
There are also many popular teachings in some of the suttas, e.g. I, 6, 7, 8
and the late Ratana Sutta (II. I) ; but all of them are at the same time
characteristically Buddhist. The ballads also contain many passages and
ideas common to the earlier Upanisads and the Epics; (vide Katre, op. cit.).

Besides these similarities that Sutta Nipata bears to the earlier Upanisads
and epic literature, it has much in common with the earlier Sanskritic literature
even in form. The narrative-ballads, viz. Pabbajja, Padhana and Nalal.a
(vatthu-gatha only) Suttas have their counterpart in the Akhyana (ballad)
literature in Sanskrit. Their common characteristic is the alternation of
dialogue stanzas with narrative stanzas. Discussing these Suttas Winternit z
(op. cit., Vol. II, p. 96) remarks that they are" precious remnants of that
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ancient sacred ballad-poetry from which the later epic version of the life of
Buddha grew, in the same way as the heroic epic grew out of the secular ballads
or Akhyanas."

In the same way, the riddle poetry found in the Sutta Nipata, such as the
.Mavaka and Hemavata Suttas in which a yakkha asks a question has parallels
in the Mahabharata (vide Winternitz, ibid. Vol. I, p. 352 and P.V. Bapat,
The nagari edition of Sutta Nipata, p. XVII). The poetical riddles or " Brah-
modya " of the Rgveda, e.g. 1. 164, VIII. 29 are not very different from the
riddle-poetry of Sutta Nipata (cp. Kasibharadvaja S.). The mixed prose
and verse narrative dialogues of the Brahmanas are an exact parallel to the
" Mixed-Ballads" of Sutta Nipata. From these it is evident that the early
Buddhists not only used the same traditional floating literary material, but
also made use of the same literary modes common to the earlier Sanskritic
literature.

IX.
The dramatic element which is not rare in Sutta Nipata has its parallels

in the earlier literature. It is clearly noticeable at 1. 2 (Dhaniya S.), 1. 9
(Hemavata S.), III. 2 (Padhana S.) and IV. 9 (Magandiya S.). It may be said
that the majority of the dialogue ballads can be dramatised ; but in the absence
of any positive evidence it cannot be established with certainty that any of
them were dramatised in early times. There is only a certain degree of
probability. !

There is no doubt that these ballads ioere sung, The internal evidence
of Sutta Nipata itself testifies to it; e.g. Sn. 81 = 480 gatMbhigitam (what
is obtained by singing stanzas), Sn. 682a, Selenti gayanti ca vadiyanti (they
cry exultantly, sing and play instrumental music). As suggested by Katre
(op. cit.) it is probable that these stanzas were sung to the accompaniment of
music (cp. Sn. 682a) ; but the only evidence he puts forward is the occurrence
of the word vilfa (lute) at Sn. 449b, vina kaccha abhassatha (the lute dropped
from under his arm lit. arm-pit). Judging from the fact that a VII)a (which
is usually associated with his three daughters) was incongruous with the early
Mara-legend and that the parallel line in Mahavastu reads, vinasam gacchi
ucchriti (His pride was all shattered=-Mvastu. II. 240) much significance
cannot be attached to this line. However, the very form of the gathas suggests

4. There arc numerous references in the Nikayas to dramatic. per.orruances c.g.
nata, nacca, vis iikadassana, pc kkha, sarnajja and sobhanika : vide O. H. de A. Wijesekcra,
•• Buddhist Evidence for the Early Existence of Drama," I.H.Q. XVII, where he has
analysed the data giving many references. It is probable that Bi.ddhist ballads were
dramatically rrcitc d at Sarnajjas and similar occasions.
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that they were sung, and it is probable that the regular dialogue ballads were
sung on suitable occasions (samajjas ?) by two or more re .iters, each singing
the respective words spoken by the characters in the ballad.

In Dhaniya, Sutta, for instance, two reciters would sing the alternate
stanzas representing the dialogue between the herdsman Dhaniya and the
Buddha, a third would introduce Sn. 30, the words of the narrator, while
Man appears singing Sn. 33. Here is a regular dramatic piece. Such ballads
can be compared with the Ahhyiina-Hymns of the Rgveda (e.g. hymn about
Sarama and the Panis, Rv. X. 108, or the dialogue between Yama and Yami,
Rv. X. ro), which are regarded by some as the earliest form" of dramatic
literature in India and by others as ballads (vide Ghatc's Lectures on Rgveda,
p. 12] n. I). In fact, the Akhyana-hyrnns of the Rgveda , on account of their
dual characteristic of being ballads and dramatic pieces at the same time, can
be said to bear a very close resemblance to the dialogue ballads of Sutta
Nipata.

N. A. JAYAWICKH.A\1A
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